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### UNIT 16

**EXISTING/DEMO PLANS AND KEY NOTES**

**Suite 300**
**875 East Main Street**
**Phone 585-530-2230**
**Fax 585-530-3302**
**Rochester, N. Y. 14605**

**ARCHITECT**

Peter L. Morse

**ARCHITECTURE**

---

**NOTICE:**

IT IS A VIOLATION OF NEW YORK STATE LAW TO ALTER PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS OR REPORTS TO WHICH THE SEAL OF AN ARCHITECT HAS BEEN APPLIED. IT IS A VIOLATION OF THE LAW FOR ANY PERSON, UNLESS ACTING UNDER THE DIRECTION OF A LICENSED ARCHITECT, TO ALTER AN ITEM IN ANY WAY. IF THE ITEM BEARING THE SEAL OF AN ARCHITECT IS ALTERED, THE ALTERING ARCHITECT SHALL AFFIX TO HIS ITEM HIS SEAL AND THE NOTATION "ALTERED BY" FOLLOWED BY HIS SIGNATURE AND THE DATE.

---

**THESE DOCUMENTS AND ALL IDEAS, ARRANGEMENTS, DESIGNS AND PLANS INDICATED THEREON OR REPRESENTED BY ARE OWNED BY AND REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF PETER L. MORSE ARCHITECTURE AND NO PART THEREOF SHALL BE UTILIZED BY ANY PERSON, FIRM, OR CORPORATION FOR ANY PURPOSE WHATSOEVER EXCEPT WITH THE SPECIFIC WRITTEN PERMISSION OF PETER L. MORSE ARCHITECTURE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.**

---
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**SCALE: 3/8"=1'-0"**
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**EXISTING/DEMO BASEMENT PLAN**

**EXISTING/DEMO 2ND FLOOR PLAN**

**EXISTING/DEMO 1ST FLOOR PLAN**

---

**SCHEDULE & SHEET INDEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHEET #</th>
<th>SHEET NAME</th>
<th>SHEET SIZE</th>
<th>SHEET SET</th>
<th>SHEET DATE</th>
<th>SHEET DRAWN</th>
<th>SHEET CHECKED</th>
<th>SHEET APPROVED</th>
<th>SHEET INCD</th>
<th>SHEET INCD</th>
<th>SHEET INCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**REVIEWER'S SIGNATURE:**

**ISSUE DATE:**

**02-02-24**
EXISTING/DEMO PLANS AND KEY NOTES

NOTICE:
IT IS A VIOLATION OF NEW YORK STATE LAW TO ALTER PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS OR REPORTS TO WHICH THE SEAL OF AN ARCHITECT HAS BEEN APPLIED. IT IS A VIOLATION OF THE LAW FOR ANY PERSON, UNLESS ACTING UNDER THE DIRECTION OF A LICENSED ARCHITECT, TO ALTER AN ITEM IN ANY WAY. IF THE ITEM Bearing the seal of an architect is altered, the altering architect shall affix to his item his seal and the notation "ALTERED BY" followed by his signature and the date.

THESE DOCUMENTS AND ALL IDEAS, ARRANGEMENTS, DESIGNS AND PLANS INDICATED THEREON OR REPRESENTED BY ARE OWNED BY AND REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF PETER L. MORSE ARCHITECTURE AND NO PART THEREOF SHALL BE UTILIZED BY ANY PERSON, FIRM, OR CORPORATION FOR ANY PURPOSE WHATSOEVER EXCEPT WITH THE SPECIFIC WRITTEN PERMISSION OF PETER L. MORSE ARCHITECTURE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
ELECTRICAL PLANS, LEGEND, AND NOTES

ARCHITECT   A. I. A.
Peter L. Morse
Architecture

NOTICE:
IT IS A VIOLATION OF NEW YORK STATE LAW TO ALTER PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS OR REPORTS TO WHICH THE SEAL OF AN ARCHITECT HAS BEEN APPLIED. IT IS A VIOLATION OF THE LAW FOR ANY PERSON, UNLESS ACTING UNDER THE DIRECTION OF A LICENSED ARCHITECT, TO ALTER AN ITEM IN ANY WAY. IF THE ITEM BEARING THE SEAL OF AN ARCHITECT IS ALTERED, THE ALTERING ARCHITECT SHALL AFFIX TO HIS ITEM HIS SEAL AND THE NOTATION “ALTERED BY” FOLLOWED BY HIS SIGNATURE AND THE DATE.

THESE DOCUMENTS AND ALL IDEAS, ARRANGEMENTS, DESIGNS AND PLANS INDICATED THEREON OR REPRESENTED BY ARE OWNED BY AND REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF PETER L. MORSE ARCHITECTURE AND NO PART THEREOF SHALL BE UTILIZED BY ANY PERSON, FIRM, OR CORPORATION FOR ANY PURPOSE WHATSOEVER EXCEPT WITH THE SPECIFIC WRITTEN PERMISSION OF PETER L. MORSE ARCHITECTURE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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1ST FLOOR ELECTRICAL PLAN
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2ND FLOOR ELECTRICAL PLAN
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BASEMENT ELECTRICAL PLAN